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October 24, 2017 6 min. Read the opinions expressed by entrepreneurs of depositors are their own. Amazon has come a long way from its roots as an online bookseller. Now, the company has a hand in so many different areas besides e-commerce - including Whole Foods Market - that it's hard to keep track of what it's up to. For
Amazon to grow from $15.7 million in sales in 1996 to $136 billion in sales in 2016, an innovative solution was needed. From Prime Day to Dash Buttons to its TV streaming service, Amazon has never experienced a shortage of innovative ideas. But perhaps most important to its success was the creation of the Amazon Web Services.As
the company began to grow rapidly, Amazon engineers realized that virtual infrastructure is necessary to handle all that explosive growth. What began as an attempt to promote growth within the company eventually became Amazon Web Services, offering customers the opportunity to achieve scale through off-the-way computing and
storage services. Using Amazon's computing infrastructure, Internet companies will be able to process more payments, while businesses using bricks and mortar can break into new locations without having to build their own data centers. And when businesses can operate regardless of their location, as well as their employees. Since
2005, the number of remote jobs has grown by more than 100 percent, according to GlobalWorkplaceAnalytics.com, and businesses are standing to save more than $11,000 per person per year by allowing employees to work from home. Thus, location independence means not only expanding your business in areas outside your region,
but also expanding your talent base and building a stronger company. Related: Who needs an office? As you go to 100 percent Remote.Cutting cords For businesses interested in becoming location-independent, there are a number of cloud infrastructures that can help. Software as a service combines software and infrastructure into a
paid service that usually includes a standardized software solution and licensing and maintenance. Gmail, Dropbox and Evernote are examples of SaaS. In exchange for a limited number of features, SaaS minimizes hassle. Infrastructure as a service and platform as a service are lower-level SaaS alternatives, including the bulk of AWS
sales. IaaS is the most basic building block - like a computer in a data center, it can be virtual or physical. You can buy managed IaaS services that include additional features such as updates and security measures, but this will be due to increased cost. PaaS is developer-focused, and it's entrepreneurs save on maintenance and focus
on building their own apps. Disadvantages are the limited ability to make changes and higher cost than the more bare bones IaaS services. While cloud computing can offer many benefits to businesses looking to become it is not necessarily suitable for all industries. High-performance infrastructure typically uses less cloud computing,
and other businesses are likely to have outdated applications with specific infrastructure requirements. The hybrid environment is a great solution here because it has the ability to combine outdated applications with the newest cloud systems. The cloud has also been slow to take on areas such as government or finance, due to
particularly stringent security and regulatory controls, but over the next few years the cloud will continue to become more common in these industries. Barracuda Networks conducted a survey of IT managers from across the country and reported that respondents use the public IaaS cloud for 44 percent of their infrastructure. This number
is expected to almost double in the next five years. For companies planning to be part of the transition to cloud computing, here are three transition tips:1. Have a backup plan. Using different data centers in different locations, called accessibility zones, will make the company's infrastructure much more sustainable. Accessibility zones
have excess power, connectivity and networks, and they allow businesses to place information in one area and then back it up in another. Having a backup plan is always a good idea, because if a data center goes out of its way, it can lead to disastrous results. Remember, for example, back in 2013, when Google's servers came out of it?
The unprecedented outage lasted just two minutes, but it took 40 percent of the world's internet traffic with it, according to analytics firm GoSquared.While the average data center failure won't break the Internet when an organization relies on its infrastructure to keep things running smoothly, downtime can hurt both customers and the
company's bottom line. Related: 4 ways to prepare for the next apocalyptic Amazon Web Services Outage2. Maximum efficiency. Speed is a key factor and this can be the difference between a happy customer and a frustrating one. Content delivery networks distribute content to end users, reducing latency and increasing productivity,
often reducing costs. Choose a CDN that takes into account the location of the visit (where most web traffic comes from) in addition to the technical support that comes with the network. Depending on needs, streaming capabilities may also be an important factor. Speed is the main focus, though, because the website takes more than
three seconds to download losing 40 percent of its new visitors, according to Kissmetrics. In addition, almost half of consumers expect a download time of two seconds or less web pages, and delaying the page response by just one second can result in a loss of 7 percent conversion. Related: Vrooom! Why the site's speed matters.
Adapting to change. By creating and using software that can be easily deployed in different clouds, clouds, organization becomes more flexible and adaptable. Because cloud computing gives companies the freedom to work remotely, teams can work together in real time from around the world. Developer WordPress Automattic, for
example, allows employees to do all their work remotely, allowing the company to tap into international labor reserves and hire the best talent in the world. With cloud infrastructure, small businesses and startups can now do the same. When buying and installing local servers is a huge investment, cloud computing allows businesses on a
tight budget to become location-free without breaking the bank. The cloud has allowed every company to scale like never before, from giants like Amazon to a startup with a sole owner in its infancy. Different infrastructures are available to meet different needs, and the cloud provides enhanced reliability with revolutionary flexibility. In
other words, the future of computing in the cloud. istockphoto s. What is a cloud, exactly? First: Files don't literally shine into the sky. Cloud computing refers to a method - via the Internet - by which files are transferred from a computer (or smartphone or tablet) to physical servers. For example, Gmail messages are stored on Google
servers (webmail is a form of cloud computing), so you can check your email from anywhere. Similarly, if you save or back-up files, such as music or photos, using a cloud service (see below for our samples), you can get them on almost any Internet-enabled device. If I hit my files on someone else's property, how can I know they're safe?
Reputable companies store files on more than one server, in more than one center, so even if one fails, it's backed up. There may be failures in which the service may be temporarily slow or unavailable. (Last year, Amazon had two briefs that affected some of the cloud services it hosts, such as Foursquare.) But you can always save
important files on your computer or external drive as another backup form. From a privacy standpoint, a good service uses safeguards such as password, SSL encryption to transfer files, and encrypted file storage, so personal information is unlikely to be hacked. The service should also assure you that the physical locations of servers are
protected by both security staff and technologies such as fingerprint scanners, allowing only authorized access. What else can you do with cloud computing? It's not just about backing up. Many cloud computing services also have file-sharing capabilities. This is that you can save files for your account (such as a photo folder) and then give
others access to browsing or edit them - great if, for example, you're trying to put all family vacation photos in one place. You can also share between devices (thus solving the problem how to get photos from your mobile phone, for example). OUR RECOMMENDATIONS EASY TO USE dropbox.com - As the name suggests, just drag and
drop any files you want to keep in the service. To get them, sign up for an account from any Internet-enabled device or email a file-sharing link. One drawback: This is not the best option to back up all the files because they have to be dropped manually. The first 2GB is free; It's $10 a month for 50GB or $20 for 100GB. Full-FEATURED
sugarsync.com - After setting up, it shares files among almost any group of Internet-enabled devices (computer, smartphone, tablet). The computer can be installed to automatically back up. You can also edit files offline. they sync the next time you connect. Its large mobile apps provide easy access to files on the go. The 5GB plan is free;
Other plans have 30-day free trials and start at $5 per month (or $50 per year) for 30GB or up to $80 per month (or $800 per year) for 1TB. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this page to help users provide their email addresses. You can find more information about this and similar content on piano.io
there are many smart reasons for using cloud services. You get what you need immediately without waiting for your IT team to hire server and client software. There's no absentee capital expenditure and you can scale what you order up or down as circumstances dictate. You often get innovative opportunities that big suppliers haven't
thought about. And many times the offers are free. But, depending on your need, free may not be so cheap. And the biggest brand may not be the best deal for you. Before clicking any registration buttons, make some smart competitive purchases. Should you go with freemium? One example where free can't work so well, after all,
depending on your needs, is online cloud storage, which gives you access to files from multiple devices and platforms. One paid provider, Livedrive, pointed this out in a blog post by CEO Andrew Michael, where he argues that so-called freemium providers that give you free services up to the limit can charge more than paid services to
cover free bills. For example, Dropbox accounts start for free, and reach up to 100 gigabytes of storage (with a potential additional 32 gigabytes if you reference enough new customers) for $19.99 per month or $199 per year. Livedrive offers 2 terabytes of storage in its service portfolio for $15.99 And yet, Dropbox has large total storage
pools available to a group of people, although you need to get custom quotes. Which one do you get? It depends on how much you and your people need to store and why you use the space. How many services do you need? How about managing customer relationships? Salesforce.com is a big name in cloud CRM, although there are
other options such as Sage CRM and and If you only need to contact management for a group of five or less, Salesforce may be the way to go, with prices starting at $5 per user per month. The seller also has basic sales and marketing for up to five users at $15 per head monthly. But again, depending on what you need, others may be
the best choice. Salesforce's full CRM for any group size is $65 per user per month. Sage CRM complete offer regularly $45 per month per user, or $39 if a new customer and pay for being an outside.20. SugarCRM charges between $30 and $100 per user per month for various publications. You should carefully read the different abilities
to see how you might get the best buy.5 factors to consider when you shop for cloud services: Think about how many people you have and whether there are licensing agreements that may be more favorable to you. Don't forget to take growth into account. Will you get a cheaper price today only to pay much more six months after you
have expanded? Ask about the possibility of getting your data out of your system and in your hands. In case a company changes its terms or is purchased, you want to be sure that you can get to your own information. Are there capacity restrictions that can help narrow down your choices for you? If the best price doesn't cover you then it
doesn't matter how low it is. Take a close look at the comparative possibilities and rethink what you really need to do business today and what you may want in the future. Many entrepreneurs buy more opportunities than they need. Like any other investment in your business, don't buy cloud services on impulse. Once you contract one,
see how often you use it. If you bought more than you need, it's best to admit a mistake and scale down than pay an effectively inflated bill each month. Month.
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